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ABSTRACT

AUTHOR: John C. Jameson, Jr., LTC, Infantry

TITLE: The Philippine Constabulary as a Counterinsurgency Force,

1948-1954

FORMAT: IAS - Individual Study Project Report

The purpose of this study is to determine if the Philippine
Constabulary was an effective counterinsurgency force and if

this Philippine experience produced "lessons learned" appropriate

for inclusion in US Army roles, missions, or doctrine.

Except for two brief interviews; research was limited to
materials available in (or procured by) the USAWC Library, the
USAMHRC, and the Pentagon Army Library.

To place the Constabulary in proper context, consideration
was also given to the Communist insurgents, other government forces,

and external support provided the opposing forces.

The evidence indicates that the Constabulary was an effective
counterinsurgency force, however, success came only after political,

social, and economic operations were combined with military opera-
tions. Although the Philippine Constabulary represents an ideal
model for other developing nations faced with an internal defense

problem, and although the US Army Military Police School, in
conjunction with the CDC Military Police Agency, has the capability

to develop appropriate doctrine for this type force; the US Army

has generally neglected the Constabulary in its counterinsurgency

program. Advisory and foreign aid responsibility for Constabulary-
type units and other polire forces should be transferred from AID
to the US Army.
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PREFACE

This individual Study Project Report was produced under the
aegis of the Institute of Advanced Studies (IAS), US Army Combat
Developments Command, at Carlisle Barracks. The scope and
general methodology were outlined by IAS. This study is designed
to support a larger study effort, ARMY ROLES, MISSIONS, AND
DOCTRINE IN LOW INTENSITY CONFLICT (ARMLIC). This study is based
on unclassified material, although some classified references were
used to gain background material and to verify some information
contained in unalassified references. In the latter case, no
significent deviations were noted. A limited number of classified
references have been included in the bibliography as an aid to
the reader.
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DEDICATION

This study is dedicated to countless officers and men of

the Philippine Constabulary who, for 70 years, have valiantly

given their lives in the service of America and the Republic

of the Philippines. Even today the members of the Constabulary

are coutinuing to justify their motto: "Always Outnumbered but

Never Outfought."
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TIE CONSTABULARY MAN

Do you know that careworn fellow
with his shoulder strap of red,

With his woolen puttee leggins,
caxmpaign hat on his head?

Whose faded suit of khaki
shows of service in the brush,

And tired and nearly petered out,
is trying hard to rush?

CHORUS

Oh, its hoot man, hikeman,
Constabulary man;

As half police and soldier,
he does the best he can;

He is always in for fun or fight,
and doesn't care a d---;

Foot or mounted, wet or dry,
Constabulary man.

When the Country was turned over
to the Government civil,

And the insular police began
its journey long up hill,

Its road was rough and rocky,
but was followed with a will,

And those of them who yet remain
will follow that road still.

He is a doctor and a lawyer,
and apothecary too;

Hets a teacher and a padre,
and has other things to do;

He's artillery, cavalry, infantry,
and a sailor on the shore;

He's a sure United Service man,
the member of this corps.

His clothes though may be ragged,
and his spirits may be low,

His belly may be empty and
his pocketbook also;

But when there's trouble in the wind,
or enemy in sight,

You'll always find him ready,
and willing for a fight.
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CHAPrER I

~I NTRODUCTIONII
On 16 May 1954 Luis Taruc, "el Supremo" of the Philippine

Conunist insurgents, walked into a remote barrio in his native

Pampanga Province and surrendered to an assistant of Philippine

President Magsaysay. For all practical purposes, Taruc's surrender

signaled the end of the Communists' armed insurgency (in that

decade) against the Republic of the Philippines.

In August 1948 Taruc had rejected an offer of amnesty and

gone into the hills to take up arms against his country's govern-

ment. During these seven years, Taruc had raised an army of

fifteen thousand guerrillas backed up by perhaps fifty thousand

active supporters. Taruc claimed the sympathy of over a million

Filipinos and had made plans to capture Manila. The guerrillas

led by Taruc had not only terrorized most of Central and Southern

Luzon, they had caused many people to have grave doubts about the

ability of this young democracy to survive as a free nation. In

the end, however, Taruc saw his army crumble and his supporters

fade away. He became convinced that he could not prevail by

force of arms.

This study is an examination of this seven year insurgency

in general and, in particular, will evaluate the effectiveness

of the Philippine Constabulary as a counterinsurgency force. The

study will also seek to identify any lessons to be learned by

those responsible for the US Army's counterinsurgency programs.
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This Philippine counterinsurgency experience has many features

to commend it to serious consideration by US military personnel.

First, there is the American "special relationship" with the

Philippines wherein we have been successful in exporting American-

type democracy to a developing Asian nation. Secondly, a Communist

vidtory in the Philippines would have not only meant the loss of

our strategic military bases but would have also eroded our

political and economic strength around the world. Thirdly, this

conflict is one of the few where both the Communist forces and

the counterinsurgency forces were virtually all native-born.

Finally, the Constabulary's performance provides the widest

possible range of "do's and dent's" in counterinsurgency operations.

To put this seven year conflict in focus, it is necessary

to review the history of both the PhIlppine Constabulary and

Philippine Communism.

HISTORY OF THE PHILIPPINE CONSTABLARY

The Philippine Constabulary officially dates from 8 August

1901 and provides a good example of a paramilitary force. In

effect, The Philippine Constabulary, as originally constituted,

was a national police force organized generally along military

lines. The purpose of the Constabulary was to furnish the

Governor-General of the Philippines with a force capable of

providing internal security and to enable him to ba independent

of the US Army, which had suppressed the Philippine insurrection

but was not considered suitable for general police work.1
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initially the Constabulary was officered by personnel on loan

from the US Army, but gradually the US officers were replaced by

Filipinos, most of whom were promoted from the ranks, and by 1917

Brigadier General Rafael Crame became the first Filipino to be

appointed Chief of the Constabulary.2  Following General Crame,

however, three more Americans served as Chief. By the 1920's

about 95 percent of the Constabulary officers were Filipino.
3

Since 1934 only Filipinos have served as Chief of the Constabulary.
4

The Philippine Constabulary (PC) was originally under the

jurisdiction of the Department of Comerce and Police. The police

nature of the Constabulary is best illustrated by the words of

the Manual for the Philippine Constabulary 1915:

Members of the Constabulary are peace officers
and are authorized and empowered to prevent and
suppress brigandage, unlawful assemblies, riots,
insurrections, and other breaches of the peace
and violations of the law. They are empowered
and required to execute any lawful warrant or
order of arrest issued against any person or
persons for any violations of the law, and to
make arrests upon reasonable suspicion without
warrant for breaches of the peace or other
violations of the law.'

The 1922 Manual for the Constabulary contained identical language

except that the Constabulary had been placed under the jurisdic-

tion of the Department of the Interiir. 6

The value of the Constabulary as a counterinsurgency force

was irediately put to the tetst. During the first year of its

existence (and without adequate training or equipment) the Con-

stabulary engaged in over one hundred actions againzt various

armed groups. During this period the Constabulary killed 674
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insurgents and capure-d 4.926 taile suffering 22 nebers killed

in action 2nd 41 members w-on-ded in action. 7

In addition to police and peacekeeping activities, the Con-

stabulary also -engaged in -At r-day would be kn--wn as civic

action or nationbuilding. In an-7 areas the Constabula- represented

the primary contact between the central gavermnt and the cc n

people. in other areas the Constabulary provided much needed

support to the other eleents of the insular government.

Between cmmbat operations the Constabulary participated in

such projects as roadhuildIng, construction of schools andmarkets,

and the stringing of telephone d telegraph 1 ines. The Constabulary

also provided te first line of disaster relief in case of disease,

epidem-ics, and natural caiities. it should u-t b- assued,

however, that the Constabulary was free fro Wobl --s. its

effectiveness was sme tims her ad by corrupt local officials

or undermined by uniscapous national politicians. There were

also infrequent cases of --9isco-nduct on the part of Cons-abulary

sonal. balance, hoever, during the period prior to WrId

War II the Constabulary enjoyed a well deserved reputation for

corn nonesty and efficiency resulting not only from its ccmat

operations but also from i4s less glx-orous ftzntIxons. 9

in 1936, after the Philippines had bec a comolnaalth with

SFilipino Presidet, the Con staaar- mas transferred to th n -ewLy

created Philinpine xy and -s mon as the Consta-alary Division.

A State Police force uas areated to assume the r--ine police

cnction of the Constablary but soo proved Unecual to the task, I



and in June 1938 was dissolved. At this time the Constabulary

passed back to the Department of Interior and once again assumed

primary responsibility for law and order.1 0

From the viewpoint of the Constabulary, the merger into the

Philippine Army, even though short lived, resulted in some long

term benefits. The members of the Constabulary became members

of the Army Reserve, Constabulary service became active service

for military retirement, and personnel became transferrable from

and to the Army without loss of se' -tty or longevity. The

fledgling Philippine Army also greatly benefited from this arrange-

ment as many experienced Constabulary officers attained senior

positions in the Army.

When the Japanese attacked the Philippines the Constabulary,

along with the Philippine Army, was incorporated into what was

to become known as United States Army Forces Far East (USAFFE).1 1

The overall performance of Constabulary units and individuals

during World War II represents an outstanding and heroic achieve-

menc but is really a collection of individual stories which is

well beyond the scope of this study. Some Constabulary units

surrendered in compliance with General Wainwright's orders, some

fought to the end against overwhelming odds, and others took to

the hil i and became components of the various guerrilla units

that harrassed the Japanese until the return of General MacArthur.

In June 1945 the internal law and order mission was assigned

to the Military Police Command (MPC), Philippine Army. In March

1946 the operational control of the MPC was transferred to the

5
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Secretary of the Interior. On 1 January 1948 the MPC was redesig-

nated as the Philippine Constabulary but retained its position as

part of the Army Reserve.

HISTORY OF THE PHILIPPINE COMMUNISTS

Communism arrived in the Philippines in the early 1920's and

the first direct contact between international communism and

Filipinos occurred in May 1924 when an American Communist Party

leader, William Janequette, arrived to invite local labor leaders

to a workers' conference to be held in Canton. Five Filipinos

attended the conference and organized the small group of Communist

sympathizers on their return. In July 1925 Tan Malaka, the Comintern

special agent for South East Asia, arrived in the Philippines

disguished as a musician and traveled throughout the islands

preaching freedom for Indonesia. He even lectured at the University

of Hanila before he was deported in 1927.12

In May 1927 Philippine Communists attended the Pan-Pacific

Trade Union Conference in Hankow and in 1928 they traveled to

Russia, where they attended a Labor conference n March and the

Sixth Comintern Congress held from July to September.13 By 1929

there was both a Marxist-oriented Peasants' Union and a Marxist-

oriented Workers Party of the Philippines (CPP) was officially

organized by means of a public rally held in Manila on 7 November

1930. The date was chosen to celebrate the 13th anniversary of

the Communist take-over in Russia. The constitution and by-lays
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I
of the CPP were read at the rally along with the following fire

point program:

(1) to overthrow American imperialism;
(2) to overthrow capitalism and feudalism; (3)
to seize power in the government; (4) to estab-
lish a labor dictatorsl • P-d (5) to bring
about class consciousnc 10 class struggle, and
establish Communism pro , 14L

Communist rallies held in May 1931 resulted in considerable disorder

and the arrest of most of the known leaders. On 14 September 1931

a Manila court declared the CPP to be an illegal association and

sentenced several of the leaders to eight years confinement. The

outlawing of the CPP and the conviction of its leaders was con-

firmed by the Philippine Supreme Court on 26 October 1932.15

Although this legal setback forced the CPP underground, it

did not seriously hamper the movement. Gradually the CPP began

to infiltrate the Socialist Party of the Philippines which had

been organized by Petro Abod Santos, who was later to exert a

great deal of influence over Luis Taruc. The Socialist Party had

originally been independent of Comintern control but promoted

agrarian reform and was responsible for strikes and violence among

the peasants and workers. After he became the first President of

the Commonwealth of the Philippines in 1935, Manuel Quezon was

quietly pressured by various political elements, including the

Communist Party of the United States, on behalf of the imprisoned

CPP leaders and by 1938 they had all been pardoned and the CPP

had attained "de facto" legal status.
16

On 29 October 1938 the CPP and the Socialist Party were

formally merged with the CPP designation being retained. This
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action had the approval of the Comintern ana *ie Communist Party

of the US, which donated four thousand dollars to the new CPP.
17

During the next three years the CPP devoted itp efforts to the

dual mission of promoting agrarian unrest in Centrel Luzon and

establishing front organizations, especially in the labor movement,

in Manila.

When the Japanese occupied the Philippines the (2P went

underground again and eventually the three top leaders, Crisanto

Evangelista, Santos, and Guillermo Capadocia, were arrested by

the Japanese. Evangelista, generally regarded as the founder of

the CPP, and Santos, the founder of the Socialist party, died in

prison. Capadocia was released by the Japanese but was expelled

from the CPP for collaborating with the Japanese.

In March 1942 the military bureau of the CPP announced the

organization of a "People's Anti-Japanese Army" with the Tagalog

name "Hukbo ng Bayan Laban sa Hapon" which was shortened to

"Hukbalahap" and later to "Huk." (Hereafter the term Huk(s) will

be used in this study.)

Prior to a discussion of the Huk operations during the

Japanese occupation, we should consider the general situation in

the Philippines immediately following the Japanese attack. The

war came as a surprise to most Filipinos, but they were confident

that the Philippine military forces together with the American

military forces would prevail against the Japanese, They were

certainly not emotionally prepared for the early Japanese successes.

It also appears that the initial optimism was shared, at least in

8



part, within the American military command. In any event, there

is no evidence that American defense plans addressed the possibility

of extensive guerrilla warfare against the Japanese. As a result,

guerrilla efforts by organized military forces of both US and

Filipino were uncoordinated and haphazard. Although the departing

American GHQ sanctioned guerrilla efforts, and later provided arms

and equipment along with an attempt to consolidate all the efforts,

the initial encouragement was almost an afterthought. Most US

troops on Luzon were involved in the defense of Bataan and

Corregidor and were either destroyed or captured. There were,

however, many US personnel with the various Philippine units

throughout the other islands. Many of these Americans, along

with many Philippine units and individuals, refused to surrender,

avoided capture, and engaged in guerrilla warfare. The strength,

composition, weapons, and tactics of these units varied greatly

and to some extent their effectiveness was a function of the

Japanese occupation timetable and the importt--e the Japanese

attached to a particular garrison. In general, throughout the

period of Japanese occupation, Japanese control was limited to

the lines of communication and population centers where they

stationed troops.

There is general consensus that many, and perhaps most, of

the people who joined the Huks during the period of Japanese

occupation had no political motives beyond resistance to the

Japanese and accepted at face value the Huk leaders' pledges of

loyality to the Commonwealth government and to the United States.
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It must be understood, however, that the Huks were organized by

an element of the CPP, that party control and party discipline

were quickly established and maintained by the leaders, and that

political considerations were given priority over military considera-

tions. Further, the initial organization occurred in Central

Luzon where the CPP had enjoyed wide support from the Peasants

Union and where agrarian unrest had become a way of life.

For a variety of reasons the Huks grew rapidly and became the

most effective of the guerrilla forces operating against the

Japanese. The Japanese contributed to their own problems. Their

harsh treatment of the Filipinos, often for little or no provoca-

tion, drove normally peaceful citizens to active support of the

guerrillas. The areas of greatest Huk strength were the densely

populated provinces of Central Luzon, which were also the "rice

bowl" of the Philippines.

By May 1942 the Huks were strong enough to establish a

political and military training school, complete with Chinese

instructors, under the supervision of Colonel Ong Keit, formerly

of Mao Tse-tung's Eight Route Army. 18 Military experience was

also provided by former members of the Philippine Army. As the

Huks increased in strength they took advantage of the situation

to eliminate many landowners and public officials who the:r termed

"collaborators." The war also provided the opportunity for

individual Huks to settle personal grievances. There were also

clashes between Huks and other guerrilla units.19  In all, the
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Huks killed about twenty-five thousand persons during the Japanese

occupation, only five thousand of which were Japanese.
20

When American forces returned to liberate the Philippines

the Huks, along with other guerrilla units, made a significant

contribution to the defeat of th Japanese. As the liberation

was completed the various guerrilla units were incorporated into

the Philippine Army and certified for backpay in recognition of

their efforts against the Japanese. The Huks demanded that they

be allowed to maintain their own organization and retain their

weapons. For this reason, and perhaps because of their refusal

to cooperate with other guerrilla organizations during the

occupation, their claims for recognition and backpay were generally

disallowed. (Some Huk units did cooperate and were recognized.)

The two top Huk leaders, Luis Taruc and Casto Alejandrino, were

arrested by the Counterintelligence Corps and the US Army made

a cursory and ineffective effort to disarm the Huks. After a

few months Taruc and Alejandrino were released from jail and

returned to their leadership positions.

During the several months preceeding the 4 July 1946 date

of full Philippine independence, the Huks appeared to be somewhat

disorganized as to overall policy. There were conflicting opinion.%

among the top leadership, but it was finally agreed to support

President Osmena and the Nacionalista Party in the April 1946

elections against Manuel Roxas and the Liberal Party.2 1 Following

the election of Roxas the Huk leaders began to reorganize their

military force and prepare for an armed attack on the government.

I
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PRELUDE TO CIVIL WAR

The social, economic, and historical factors which resulted

in conditions suitable for insurgency have been documented in

detail in the preconflict portion of this ARMLIC study. However,

the following points are of such significance to merit additional

emphasis:

I. The impact of World War II on the Philippines. It

is estimated that during the Japanese invasion, Japanese occupa-

tion, and Allied liberation of the Comonwealth over one million

Filipinos, or six percent of the total population, were killed.

With the possible exception of some of the remote mountain tribes,

almost all Filipinos were influenced by the war. Manila was

devastated and industy and commerce were virtually destroyed.

2. Although Philippine history is overcrowded with

revolts and unrest, the strict control of firearms and their

relative absence among the general population had tended to

minimize the violence of the unrest during the twentieth century.

Following the defeat of the Japanese, however, modern weapons

were abundantly available with some estimates as high as five

weapons for every adult male.

3. The war had widened the gap between the "haves" and

the "have nots" at least in the minds of the tenant farmers of

Central Luzon. They had been told by the Huk leaders that their

landlords were collaborating with the enemy at their expense.

For many of these people the end of the war meant only the return

12
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of the landlords and tax collectors. Even the much heralded

independence of 4 July 1946 did not improve their status.

4. The American government, caught up in the end of the

war clamor to "bring the boys home," was anxious to grant the

promised independence and disentangle itself from Philippine

22government affairs as quickly as possible.22 This fact, plus the

American preoccupation with Europe and the beginnings of the cold

war, meant that the United States politically abandoned the young

republic just at the time the Filipinos needed political assistance

the most.

5. The leaders of this newly independent nation were, at

least as a group and by political bent and training, the same

leaders who had served during the commonwealth pericd and were

imbued with the power politics of a small elite based on family,

tradition, and wealth. They were unresponsive to the needs and

aspirations of the average man, they grossly underestimated the

strength of the Huks, and they completely failed to recognize the

basic problems in the countryside which provided the opportunity

for the Huk strength.

This rather long introduction has been intended to provide

a background review and set the stage for an examination of the

low intensity conflict phase of the Huk insurgency which is the

purpose of this study. Although there was some armed conflict

between the Huks and government forces in 1946, 1947, and early

1948, the preconflict phase is generally considered to have termin-

aued on 15 August 1948, when the amnesty proclaimed by President

Quirino expired without the Huks turning in their arms.

13
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CHAPTER II

THE CONSTABULARY FIGHTS ALONE

During the time frame previously specified as low-intensity

conflict (1948-1954), the period wherein the Constabulary was the

primary counterinsurgency force is limited to that of August 1948-

December 1930. As was mentioned in the previous chapter, the

Constabulary was returned to the control of the Interior Department

on 1 January 1948. At that time the strength of the Constabulary

was twelve thousand officers and men with an additional eight

thousand personnel temporarily attached from the Philippine Army.

ORGANIZATION

At the national level, Constabulary Headquarters was organized

functionally with most of the staff activities that would be

found in either a General Staff or a Special Staff of a US Army

unit. Below the national level the Constabulary divided the

country into four zones. Each zone commander was responsible

for the maintenance of law and order in his zone. In each of the

50 provinces (there were 50 in 1949, however the number continued

to increase) there was a Constabulary Provincial Commander

assisted by a very small staff.

The Constabulary Company was the primary unit and there were

from one to fifteen PC companies in each province. The normal

authorization was three officers and 95 enlisted men but there

was some variation.1 There was also a signal detachment and a

16
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medical detachment in each province. Other major units of the

Constabulary included the Presidential Guard Battalion, the

Constabulary Band, and the Constabulary School.

TRAIhiNG

Training during this period was undoubted-y one of the serious

Constabulary weaknesses. In theory the Constabulary was supposed

to receive both military and police training, but generally it

excelled in neither. Police type training was conducted at the

Constabulary School in the form of refresher training for officers

and specialist training for enlisted men. Standards at the

Constabulary School were fairly high but, due both to operational

reAdrements and f-und limitations, only a small number of personnel

could attend. Military training was the responsibility of the

company comanders and was based on US -rmy doctrine.t It con-

sisted of Infantry-type individual and small unit trainig but

for the most part was conducted on an "JO" basis. This trainLng

was also hapered by operational requirements and the nor uncon

fragmentation of the company into small detacluents.

TIE CONSTABULARY IS 2F!IAP)

In addition to the status of training, there were several

other factors which mitigated the chances of success in the Con-

stabulary's efforts against the -inks. While it is difficult to

assign a scale of importance to these factors, their mc.ulative

effect was almost enough to bring disaster to the young republic.

N1
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Onie of th most serious obstacles to an cer-icmag

against the Mks was the lac2K of urtgency at the national level

of civilian authority' Whether this was the resulL of outright

nolitical cornzntion or of a failure to fully understand the !h&k

mnce is of lit-tle isnorta- The net: result was a lack of

both moralI and material suppc- ior the Cobnstabulary. Initially,

teCnstabulary was armed only with billy clubs, sidearms, and

carbines although lat-er som rifles, mahine, guns, and mortars

were obtained. the Constabulary was also critically short of

vehicles am cerniations equipment. In fact, lgistical suppr
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not on du-ty with the Philippine Aimy ALs a rslstw.Jands of

leadenship and ccn-_Act Were= conftS idea baby_ both p-rewar



performance and prewar ruputation. Because of the breakdown in

civil government in many parts of "Huklandia" the Constabulary

was cast into the role of tax-collector and protector of property

belonging to the landlord "oppressor." The public image of the

Constabulary was not enhanced by the requirement tc requisition

food from the people without payment.

The Constabulary became emeshed in a vicious circle. In the

beginning the peasants did not cooperate either because of fear

of the Huks, sympathy for the Huks, or natural distrust of

govern.ent authority. This lack of cooperation caused the Con-

stabulary to adopt a hostile attitude in dealings with the peasants

which, in turn, produced even less cooperation. The full extent

of terror and oppression inflicted on the people by the Constabulary

has not been documented. It is undoubtedly somewhat less than the

amount claimed by the Huks and somewhat more than the amount

acknowledged by the government. In any event, elements of the

Constabulary were guilty of misconduct in some degree and each

incident was skillfully exploited by Huk propagandists.4

The Huk propaganda campaign against the Constabulary was

aided by a historical accident in terminology from the period of

Japanese occupation. After the Japanese had replaced their first

line combat units with less qualified occupation troops and

established a puppet government, they organized an indigenous

"Bureau of Constabulary" to assist their occupation forces in the

maintenance of law and order. Although some former PC members

served in this Bureau of Constabulary,5 there is no evidence of
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any wholesale induction of organized PC units into this force.

On the contrary, the Constabulary performed valiantly against

the Japanese as was discussed in Chapter I. The Huks, however,

constantly sought to identify the Philippine Constabulary with

the Bureau of Constabulary which had been extensively used by

the Japanese in Central Luzon in an effort to control the rice4
6

This propaganda was accepted at face value by many of the peasants

of "Huklandia," some of whom were naturally suspicious of and

hostile toward government authority. The success of this Propaganda

on the peasants is not surprising since even George Malcolm, a

former Justice of the Philippine Supreme Court, apparently had

difficulty distinguishing between the Philippine Constabulary and

the "Bureau of Constabulary."
7

Another serious deterrent to Constabulary success was the

curious legal situation which prevailed in the Philippines.

Because of a strong belief in individual freedom, the Philippine

constitution and criminal codes, like those of most democratic

states, contained stringent procedures to protect the rights of

individuals. For example, a Huk captured in the field enjoyed the

same rights as any other citizen. He should be taken before a

judge within six hours after arrest and a prima facie case must be

presented against him within 24 hours. If the charge was less

than murder the prisoner was entitled to release on bail. Even

allowing for travel time, it was possible for a Huk to be captured

8
in a fire fight and rejoin his unit within three days. Thus the

Constabularyman was caught on the horns of another dilemma. If
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he obeyed the law, and turneu Huk prisoners over to the proper

civilian authority, he failed in his mission of suppressing the

Huk rebellion. If he shot the prisoner, or even used harsh

methods to interrogate him, he was guilty of terror and oppression.

There was an almost unbelieveable lack of cooperation between

the Department of Defense and the Department of Interior at the

civilian control level. The Philippine Air Force (PAF) had

excellent capability of providing air support to the Constabulary,

but there was no interdepartmental arrangement for such support.

Some air support was provided on the basis of friendship between

commanders of the two services, but it took on an all but

surreptitious nature; and one senior PC Commander was ordered

to delete all references to air support from his after action

reports.9 Even at the working level, cooperation was not always

exemplary. One senior FAP officer described an incident wherein

Huks attacked a PC detachment guarding the outer perimeter of an

airbase. Philippine Air Force personnel witnessed the attack but

took no action because the Huks weren't bothering them.
1 0

A final impediment to Constabulary success, and closely

related to the aforementioned lack of urgency at the seat of

government, was the political situation and its impact on military

dispositions and operations.

The Huk movement was generally confined to Central and

Southern Luzon (there was some Huk activity on the islands of

Panay and Negros) but the Constabulary had to police the entire

country. Even in "Huklandia" the Constabulary was required by
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political pressure to provide guards for towns and large estates.
1 1

The Constabulary Provincial Commander was, in theory, independent

of the Province Governor; but from a practical standpoint he had

to cooperate with him, as a soldier without strong political back-

ing of his own was unlikely to be successful in any dispute with

a politician. On one occasion an operation designed to capture

Taritc was abruptly cancelled at the request of a Provincial

Governor.12 It should also be noted that the Constabulary had

only about three thousand troops in the four provinces of "Huklandia"

while the Huk forces there were estimated to be between eight and

nine thousand.

COMBAT OPERATIONS

Constabulary operations during this period, for the most

part, consisted of routine patrolling in the vicinity of the

required garrisons and guard posts; the establishment of highway

checkpoints; screening of villages near known or suspected Huk

activities; and an occasional large scale sweep mounted, in the

conventional field manual manner, in response to pressure from

politicians or the press as a result of some Huk outrage. These

operations were not especially successful but they did maintain

some pressure on the Huks.
1 3

There were two operations, however, which deserve considera-

tion not only because they were each an unqualified success, but

also because they demonstrate the capabilities of Constabulary

units when provided with effective leadership and adequate authority. 3
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The first action occurred in 1948 when a Constabulary

Battalion Commander, displaying both initiative and imagination,

carefully selected 50 men from the 116th PC company for a special

mission. This group was designated as "Force X"; and for four

weeks at an isolated training site the members of "Force X" under-

went an intensive training program designed to make them look,

talk think, and act like Iuks. They were divested of all military

equipment and personal items, and provided with completely genuine

Huk items of clothing, equipment, weapons, and personal effects.

Their cover story was based on the recent death of a Huk leader

in Southern Luzon and the actual, and well known to the Huks,

confusion that the leader's death precipated. "Force X" included

two men with actual wounds who had been taken from a military

hospital. After a carefully staged battle with two PC companies

on the edge of Candaba Swamp, "Force X" withdrew into the swamp

carrying the two wounded men. Within four hours contact was made

with a Huk outpost. News of the battle had preceeded "Force X"

via the Huk intelligence net and the Huks were very curious about

the strangers that were fighting the PC. After extensive interroga-

tion "Force X" was guided to base area deep in the swamp and

ultimately joined four Huk squadrons. After six days with the

Huks; wherein a great deal of information, not only about the

Huks, but also about Huk supporters and Huk spies in other PC

units was obtained; the Lieutenant connanding "Force " felt the

Huks were becoming suspicious and gave the order to attack.

Although "Force " was outnumbered more than three to one, the
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element of surprise enabled it to kill 82 Huks and scatter the

rest in a 30 minute battle. Additional PC companies summoned by

radio ultimately killed 21 and captured 24 members of these Huk

squadrons.
14

At the other end of the spectrum was a large operation involv-

ing two PC battalions reinforced with an Infantry battalion, an

artillery battery, and reconnaissance-car companies from the

Philippine Army for a total force of more than four thousand men.

The operation was launched following the death of the widow and

daughter of President Quezon in a Huk ambush on 28 April 1949.

This operation included extensive small unit patrolling in advance

of the main body, relentless pursuit of the Huks into a mountain

area not previously penetrated by troops, successive attacks on

four Huk mountain bases, and use of extraordinarily valid informa-

tion obtained from prisoners. The operation was terminated on

11 September 1949 when it was determined that every member of the

ambush squadron had been accounted for. In all, this operation

netted 146 Huks killed, more than 40 captured, and the destruction

of a Huk Regional Command.15

It is also significant to note that during this period

Constabulary units were conducting successful operations against

real outlaws, instead of Huks, on Panay and Sulu. It was also

necessary for the Constabulary to suppress intertribal wars among

the aborigines of Agusan Province on Mindanao.
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CHAPTER III

THE HUKS

As was indicated in Chapter I, the Hukbalahop was the mili-

tary department of the CPP. This chapter will be an examination

of the organization and operations of the Huk military units during

the period 1948-1954. The interrelationship between the Huks and

the CPP will also be considered, along with source of Huk strength.

ORGANIZATION

After the amnesty offer expired in August 1948 and Taruc

dropped all pretense of cooperating with the o.-rn~nt, he

returned to the forest and began intensive ef'orts to prepare

the Huks for total war. To facilitate the expansLon 2.g control

of his forces he revived the system of Regional Conmands (RECOS)

as the military headquarters directly below the n&&ional military

department. The RECOS were subdivided into Field Commands. The

Field Commands were, in theory, further subdivided into battalions

and the battalions, in turn, subdivided into squadrons which were

the basic combat units of the Huks. In practice, battalions were

almost never formed and often the squadrons reported directly to

the RECO. There was no fixed number of units below RECO level.

A squadron was composed of from 50 to 100 men and further divided

into platoons and squads. On occasion special platoons were

organized to perform security missions for leaders, production

bases, and other noncombatants.
1
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II

At the height of their power the Huks had a total of 10

RECOS either organized or planned, with all but two of them on

the island of Luzon. RECO 6 included Panay and the other Visayan

Islands and RECO 7 was planned for Mindanao but never really

organized.
2

There are many publications, both official and unofficial,

which contain organizational diagrams of the Comunist Party of

the Philippines. There is some inconsistency among the various

publications but there is general agreement that the Central

Committee consisted of thirty-one members, the Politburo eleven

members, and the Secretariat five members. It is further agreed

by most writers that there were five national departments:

military, organization, education, finance, and intelligence;

and that each department was organized in echelons with vertical

control and authority approximately that of the military depart-

ment. It appears, however, that this picture is too concise and

neat, and smacks of the American penchant for "wiring diagrams."

Undoubtedly these five departments existed in Manila, but it

would seem more reasonable that their control and influence was

funnelled through the RECOS. Further, the leadership of the

Regional Committees (subordinate to the organization department)

and the leadership of the Regional Commands (subordinate to the

military department) was composed of the same indi--iduals who,

in effect, constituted a Regional Politburo.

In any event, military and political functions were more

clearly defined below Regional level, with the Regional Committees
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being subdivided into District Organizing Committees and Section

Organizing Committees which accomplished political tasks.

The mass organization of the Huks was the Barrio United

Defense Corps (BUDC). 'he BUDC's, like other Huk organizations,

were originally organized during the Japanese occupation as a

means of providing local government and securing supplies for the

Huk combat units.3

The BUDC's were run by a council of from five to twelve

members and who, in theory, were elected by the residents of

the barrio and were responsible only to the electorate. In practice,

however, the BUDC's were closely controlled by the Section Organiz-

ing Committees.

The overt activities performed by the BUDC were a function

of the degree of control the Huks exercised over a given area.

In those areas where they had complete control the BUDC council

appointed public officials, established courts and schools, and

collected taxes. In other areas the BUDC was limited to intelli-

gence and supply activities.
4

Another organizational element that deserves special mention

is the Economic Struggle (ES) units. These units specialized in

robbery and extortion and often performed their duties wearing

government uniforms to facilitate their entry into areas not under

Huk control. Those business firms not robbed outright were forced

to buy protection in much the same manner that American business-

men buy protection from the Mafia.
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The writings of both Taruc and William Pomeroy, the American

Huk, support the official Philippine estimate that the peak

organized strength was approximately fifteen thousand.5 There is

no such consensus, however, as to the number of Huk sympathizers.

Most US and Philippine estimates range from fifty thousand to

one hundred thousand while Taruc claims two million.

LOGISTICS

The Iluk soldier provides an excellent example of obtaining

maximum military power for minimum cost. He normally carried

everything he owned on his back. If he were lucky he had a poncho

and shoas, but if he didn't have those luxury items he performed

without them. His only continual requirement was food, and even

though this requirement was meager by most standards, a consider-

able portion of the total manpower was devoted to the procurement

of food.

Those units and individuals that operated in the barrios

obtained food front the farmers and merchants either by purchase

or donation. The donations were obtained voluntarily if possible,

otherwise force and intimidation were used.

One of the primary functions of the BUDC was to provide food

to the combat units. Each squadron had a "balutan" or porter

squad which had the mission of trapsporting the food collected by

the BUDC to the squadron camp. The "balutan" squads supporting

squadrons operating in the mountains or swamps often required

several days to make the roundtrip. Although the Huks might
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steal or capture a vehicle for use in a raid or other special opera-

tion, they maintained no vehicles for normal use, nor did they use

animals for transport. 6

The Huk supply depots, called production bases, w-ere scattered

through the mountains and used for storage of supplies and mall

vegetable gardens. Due to the mobile nature of huk operations,

the production bases were often of limited value.

Although food was the most important item, other items that

caused supply problems were medicine, weapons, and as==nitions.

Medicine was always in short supply because, unlike food, it could

not be acquired from the farmers or even the rural merchants.

During World War I! weapons had been plentiful, but over the

years many had become lost or unserviceable. The preferred method

of obtaining weapons and a=unition was to capture then from

government forces. When this method was i=-ossible they were

purchased from black market operators or stolen from A=e--rican

military installations--smetiss with the assistance of US

personnel.' The most coon weapons acoang the Hdk combat units

were US Carbines, Ml Rifles, and Bro-wning Automatic Rifles. rhey

also had a limited number of machine guns and 6 mortars, but

use of these weapons was limited by a shortage of =unition.

Hand grenades were not co-only used.

CCfINCTiN N INTELLIGE

The Hiks were especially weak in co=_-icatins. hey- did

not use radios (other than standard coercial AM receivers) or
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field rele-Pbones, but rather depermuded on a curier system. They

had: a simple but effective warning system based on visua andm

audible signls that were ca~on to life in the- barrios. These

systems worked -well as long as the kk-Is stayed song the people

and the people supported then. Whein they werotrced into the

moutains andior lost the peasants' support, bth systems broke

dow--n. 9

N-tring the initiail stages of this conflict, the' riks had anexcellent

intelligence system. Their agents infiltrated various leesof

the civi governt and even the secturity fiorces. Hany of ficials

r&I securitv. nonon-nej who were mmtMs aaier were, never-

the-less, susceptible to either bribery or female flirtation". The

peasants themselves orovided the best soreof inforuatien regard-

me troop I In the latt-er stages, wi-en the 3 skz were cnt

o f f fnr th people their intellig-ence system, like the co xxierV

ande Twrnn=~ nets vmn sunvorted it, b ecne-- --ch Less eff-ctEive.

TvAmmIE.

Th ictzre to e tic_ trWC-aining pgram is very haa. 31rc,

in his second book (wrritten in prison)l, speaks of basic t ra in

for recruit-s, as veil as ... schools for intelligence offies

couiers, and medical workers." fie ialso mentions4 cedert of ficer

sc=-ioois and courses InM rpana political science, ;=nd govet m -

uen. J meo, o the other hand, indicates that the recruits

received no basic miiaytraining not e-vn" ars:manship trainina

(duie t-o a-manitio prvbl=-s), and accu.ired the-ir militar skils



by "OTT." lie was also very skeptical of the military qualifications

of the Huk leadership. He states:

In the entire Philippine national liberation
movement there is not one military leader of
any professional caliber. Neither G. Y. nor
any of the staff of his Military Department
has had formal military training nor has had
the means for studying it.

He goes on to say:

In the case of other techniques usually
associated with guerrilla warfare there is
incredible ignorance. The knowledge of
dynamite or explosives of any kind is extremely
meager, and they remain unemployed. An effort
was made to develop explosives in Bulacan, but
the man experimenting was blown to bits and the
project was dropped.1 2

Filipino officials and American experts writing on this

struggle are generally silent on this subject. In F.ay event,

it is very clear that the Huk leaders, most of whom had received

their military training during the Japanese occupation, afforded

a higher priority to political training and indoctrination than

to basic military skills.

STRATEGY AND TACTICS

From the termination of the 1948 amnesty until the end of 1949

the Huk purpose and goals were not clearly defined. They had

become stronger militarily and in the barrios, and had cauied

much consternation in the Philippine government, but they had

not yet publicly admitted to being Communists. They were still

operating under the cloak of agrarian reform and conducting

political activities through various front organizations. They



had even supported their old enemy, Jose Laurel, as the Nacionalista

candidate in the 1949 elections.
1 3

The CPP and Huk grand strategy was, however, brought clearly

into focus at a Politburo meeting held in the Sierra Madre moun-

tains from late December 1949 to mid-January 1950. A list of

objectives was adopted which included intensive preparations for

an armed struggle to seize power within two years, definition of

a political program similar to Mao Tse~tung, publiLizing Comunist

party leadership, granting executive and judicial powers to the

Secretariat, and the imposition of military discipline on all

mass organizations.14 The program to achieve these objectives

included a rather ambitious expansion of their combat units to a

strength of almost one hundred twenty thousand, party membership

to one hundred seventy-two thousaud, and organized masses to two

and a half million.
15

Huk tactics included raids on small military/police posts,

ambushes of government forces, murder and kidnapping of govern-

ment officials and unfriendly landowners, and robbery to secure

both money and supplies. In typical guerrilla fashion they con-

ducted most of their operations at night, and sought to avoid

contact with government security forces except on their own terms.

They were especially proficient in small scale "hit-and-run"

operations, but would sometimes mass as many as five hundred troops

if the targets were worthwhile. One exception to standard guerrilla

tactics, however, was the Hut's failure to engage in widespread

sabotage.
16
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COMPOSITION OF THE HUKS

The Huks and t .ir sympathizers, although completely dominated

by the CPP, were not all Communists and it is doubtful if the

majority had more than a vague understanding of the term communism.

Party membership probably never exceeded ten thousand and, accord-

ing to Pomeroy, many of the unit commanders were not party members.
1 7

The Huks were, however, a fairly homogeneous group of peasant

farmers. Some of the party leaders were members of wealthy

families, some were products of the Manila intellectual community,

some were workers from the trade unions, and some were merely

opportunistic politicians; but the majority of leaders were also

peasants from the barrios.

The workers and intellectuals of Manila, in spite of their

support of Huk causes, were not normally inclined to take to the

hills as guerrilla soldiers. As Taruc expressed it, "They may

have just been waiting to be 'liberated' by someone else." 18 Even

the workers in "e sugar mills were not a lucrative source of HUk

recruits.

There Pere, of course, many and varied reasons why an individual

joined or supported the Huks. Some peasants had been abused by

the security forces or the landlords and truely believed the

government was oppressive. Some farmers were so deeply in debt

that they felt they had nothing to lose. Some, perhaps many, were

impressed by the terror visited on their neighbors who refused to

support the Huks. Some, like Tarciano Rizal, had committed crimes
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and joined to escape punishment. 19 Many people had become disillu-

sioned with the corruption of the central government, especially

after the election of 1949. There were also those who believed

that the Huk promise of "land for the landless," represented the

only solution to their deplorable situation. In one study involv-

ing 400 captured Huks, 95 percent said their main reason for

fighting was land for the peasants.
20

Another study indicates that in 1952 almost 60 percent of the

Huks in combat units were under 30 years of age and that only 11

percent were over 35.21 Although this study is based on a

limited sampling, many young men, and some young women, joined the

Huks as a means to escape the drudgery and boredom of barrio life.

Whatever their specific ze1ona Zor joining or supporting the

Huks, it is clearly 3vident that a Gut',e:ntial number of the people

who lived on the Central Luzon piein hVk lost confidence in their

government.
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CHAPTER IV

THE CONSTABULARY--A MEMBER OF THE TEAM

Many American writers tend to condemn, at least by inference,

the Constabulary as being unequal to the counterinsurgency task.

They also infer that after the Constabulary had failed, the

Philippine Army (PA) was assigned the mission and was successful.

Neither of these conclusions is valid.

Obviously the accomplishments of the Constabulary from

August 1948 to the end of 1950 were not completely successful,

however, the performance cannot be characterized as a failure.

It is estimated that the Constabulazy eliminated at least half

of the original guerrilla forces during this period, either by

killing them, capturing them, or causing them to permanently

abandon the Huk forces.1

In consideration of the many obstacles imposed on the

Constabulary (which were discussed in Chapter II), it would

appear that the Constabulary's degree of success was somewhat

greater than that of the national government. It would further

appear that the Constabulary's degree of failure, ineffectiveness,

and corruption was somewhat less than that of the national

government.

In any event, the Constabulary was the best counterinsurgency

force available. The PA was plagued by leadership problems and

corruption, not trained for counterinsurgency operations,
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organized mostly into noncombat units, and had only two infantry

battalions that were combat-ready.
2

on 23 December 1950, the Constabulary was transferred from

the Department of Interior to the Department of National Defense,

and became one of the four active components of the Armed Forces

of the Philippines (AFP). Prior to gaining control of the

Constabulary, the Secretary of Defense had directed reorganiza-

tion of the PA into battalion combat teams (BCTs), but progress

was slow and the PA required additional training along with

reorganization.

The Constabulary was partially included in this reorganiza-

tion and many of the first BCT's to take the field against the

Huks were organized from experienced PC companies.3 This was

true in the case of the 7th BCT, which became one of the most

successful. In addition to the entire companies that were

incorporated into the PA, many experienced PC officers and men

were transferred into key positions in the PA. It was not so

much that the counterinsurgency effort had been transferred from

the Constabulary to the PA, but rather that it had been transferred

from the Secretary of Interior to the Secretary of Defense, and

that the Secretary of Defense utilized all of the resources of

the PAF. Those members of the Constabulary who were experienced,

honest, loyal, and proficient represented a very valuable resource

of the AFP whether they remained in PC units or were integrated

into PA units. Any examination of AFP operations against the

Huks after December 1950 automatically included examination of
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the Constabulary, whether specified as such or not, and it is on

this basis that this Chapter is presented.

THE IMPACT OF MAGSAYSAY

Ramon Magsaysay, who became Secretary of National Defense in

September 1950, is generally credited with reorganizing the PA

into the BCT configuration. In point of fact, this reorganization

had begun under his predecessor, Sec:etary Kangleon, and Magsaysay

merely convinced President Quirino to include the Constabulary in

the reorganization.
4

What Magsaysay did for the members of the Armed Forces was

much more important. He restored their integrity, efficiency,

confidence, and initiative. Without these factors, the reorgani-

zation of the AFP would have been meaningless.

Magsaysay was determined to eliminate corruption, graft, and

incompetence within the AFP. He forced some officers into early

retirement, transferred others, and court martialed sume when

there was sufficient evidence of crimes. He issued orders, and

then personally visited units in the field to insure that his

orders were being carried out. 5 Gradually, the members of the

AF?, officers and men alike, realized that Magsaysay was serious

about his reforms. A unit that had received an unannounced visit

from the Secretary in the middle of the night usually did not

require a second lesson. He was as quick to commend as to

criticize, and those men who had demonstrated ability received

on-the-spot promotions. He also insured that the troops received
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both pay and rations, the lack of which had long been a morale

problem. Magsaysay instituted a program of a 1,000 peso payment

to a soldier's beneficiary within 24 hours after confirmation of

death, and later provided for cash assistance to the families of

seriously wounded soldiers. These actions were also big morale

boosters. Magsaysay realized that it was not enough just to

improve the Armed Forces, but that he must also change the attitude

of the people toward the Armed Forces. Like Taruc, Magsaysay was

a man of the people from a poor family, and he knew that many of

the peasants' grievances against the government in general, and

the military in particular, were justified.6 He said that a

soldier had two missions: "He must be an ambassador seeking to

build good will for his outfit and his government; he must also

be a fighter seeking to kill or capture at least one enemy."7

Magsaysay was constantly seeking new ideas to improve the

relationship between the people and the security forces. He

provided the medics with extra medicine and ordered them to

treat the sick in villages. Between combat operations he put

the troops to work repairing roads and bridges, building schools,

and in general making themselves helpful in the barrios.8

No detail was too small to escapet Magsaysay's notice. He

observed that the troops habitually entered the villages with j
their weapons at ready, as though they considered the peasants

their enemies (often they were), and were expecting to be attacked

at any moment. He instructed the troops to enter the villages as

though they were among friends. Magsaysay also remembered that
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American troops were always surrounded by children, because they

always seemed to have candy. He used all means possible, perhaps

even some slightly illegal, to procure candy and chewing gum for

the troops to distribute to the children. Soon every patrol enter-

ing a village was surrounded by children. By methods such as

these, the barriers of resentment between the troops and the

people were gradually broken down. There was a bonus effect to

the candy program. Even the Huks were unlikely to attack troops

surrounded by children, especially when their own children were

included.9

Not only did Magsaysay make frequent visits to his troops,

he also went among the people. He would walk into a village and

invite the people to sit under a tree and talk. The same gregarious

personality and rustic sense of humor which had gotten him elected

to congress, repeatedly, from his native Zambales province enabled

him to make an impression on the peasants of "Huklandia." He

questioned the people about the conduct of the troops, and when

a soldier was punished for an offense against the people he insured

that the punishment was public and well publicized. He also sent

military lawyers into the barrios to represent the peasants in

civil litigation.

The most dramatic battle in Magsaysay's campaign to restore

the people's confidence in the Armed Forces occurred during the

congressional elections of 1951. As the elections approached,

President Quirino made the customary announcement that they would

be free and honest and that the polls would be protected by the
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Armed Forces. This announcement was greeted with general skepticism

because many people believed the military had been involved in the

"dirty election" of 1949. Magsaysay, armed with the President's

public statement, made it clear to his troops that he did, indeed,

expect honest elections. To reinforce the AFP at the polls, he

mobilized hundreds of high school and college ROTC cadets, along

with some two thousand Reservists. In addition, he announced that

the National Movement for Free Elections (NAMFREL), which represented

almost every civic, patriotic, and Veterans group in the Philippines,

was welcome to post watchers at the polls to watch the troops.

When the votes were counted most of the congressmen elected were

members of the opposition party and everyone, except the Huks,

agreed that, for the first time since World War II, honest elections

had been held.
1 0

Along with his actions to change the attitudes of the troops

and the peasants, Magsaysay sought ways to change the attitude of

the Htks. He was not opposed to killing Huks, but he reasoned

that many of them could be taken out of action by other means, thus

making it easier to kill those who were left. Some of the tech-

niques employed in the psychological war against the huks included:

a schedule of payments was announced for illegal weapons turned

in to the AFP. Rewards were offered for all TIks turned in--

dead or alive, and were promptly paid. Relatives of Huks made

recordings urging their loved ones to come down from the hills

and surrender. In this regard, Taruc tells of hearing his mother's

voice broadcast daily for over a month before he surrendered. 1!
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The most brilliant and successful of Magsaysay's psychological

efforts, however, was the Economic Development Corps (SDCOR). The
EDCOR law had been passed before Magsaysay became Secretary, and

was designed to provide homesteads for military veterans, but it

had never been fully implemented. Magsaysay secured the necessary

presidential and congressional approval to modify the program to

include Huks who were willing to surrender. The first projects

were established in the virgin lands of Mindanao, far from the

influence of ".uklandia." The first group of families included

both captured/surrendered Huks and retired soldiers. They were

= provided about 15 acres of land and given assistance by PA

Engineers in clearing the land and building their houses. In

the form of a low-interest loan, they were advanced seed, tools,

clothing, medicine, and food until their first harvest was complete.

When it became obvious that the first two projects were

succeeding, Magsaysay initiated a publicity campaign. Foreign

and domestic journalists (including some of those most critical

of the government) were invited to visit the EDCOR sites. The

Huk settlers were asked to write letters to their former comrades

describing, in their own words, how they felt about the program.

These letters were turned into leaflets and widely distributed.

Huk leaders were offered safe conduct passes to visit the sites

and judge their value for themselves; the only stipulation attached

to this offer was that the Huks must return to their units and

tell their men what they had seen.
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From both a practical and psychological standpoint EDCOR was

a huge success. One authority estimates that only about 300 aik

families were resettled, but that at least 3,000 Hfuks either

surrendered or returned to a peaceful life as a direct result of

this program.12

Just as he had countered the !Wak slogans of military oppres-

sion, equal justice, and fair elections; Magsaysay took over their

"Land for the Landless" campaign with EDCOR.

A STROKE OF LUCK

When he became Secretary of Defense, MAgsaysay announced

that he was willing to meet 'ith anyone who had suggestions to

combat the fauk menace. Since he was already well known to the

Huks, both as a successful guerrilla leader against the Japanese

and for his strong anti-lak stand as a congressman, they perceived

that he would be a source of trouble (they could not have imagined

just how nich) and decided to have him assassinated. The task wA-

assigned to a minor Iuk leader named Tarciano Rizal, who arranged

for a secret meeting with Nagsaysay only a few weeks after he took

office. ()zt of curiosity, he decided to talk to Magsaysay, and

during the conversation became convinced of the Secretary's honesty

and strength of purpose to the point that he disclosed his inten-

tions and offered to help Magsaysay.
13

The information provided by izal led to raids on 22 homes in

Hanila, which resulted in the arrest of 105 CPP officials, includ-

ing the Secretariat and seven -members of the Politburo. Of equal
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importance with the prisoners were some five truckloads of docu-

Sments and records cocprising the enti-re archives of the party.

Large unts of money and weamns were also seized. 1 4

Since it was obvious that such a large number of prisoners

could not be adequately investigated and charged within the

prescribed 24 hours, M-agsaysay was able to prevail upon President

Quirino to use his constitutional pwoer and temporarily suspend

the writ of habeas corpus.

OMANIZATION FOR CGRAT

As has been previously Indicated, the primary combat unit of

the AP after 1950 was the BCT. The base of the BC? was

inf=try battalion with a head uarters company, three rifle

companies of 110 men each, and a heavy .pons company. Normal

attacthents were a 105 artillery battery, a reconnaissance

company, a military intelligence team, and a civil affairs tea-.

Motor transport units were added as required.

initially 10 5C?'s were organized, and deployed, and ultimately

a total of 26 were organized; but this conflict period ended

Wfore some- of them saw action. The peak combilned strength of

the PA and PC durin-g t-his period was approximately thirty

Another significant unit was the Scout-Panger Tea, which

was a specialIV trained patrol tea varying in size f three zo

ten men. The Sccut-Ranger teams wert primarily used f intelligence

Missions --d fought only when they had t-.
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There is one more organizational element, the civil guard

units, worthy of note. Civil guard ULiits had long been organized

in the towns and larger villages, but their contribution had been

minimal. A concerted, and reasonably successful, effort was made

to improve their capabilities. After a brief investigation, those

units that were generally free from Huk influence were provided

adequate weapons, radios, and two or three military personnel as

instructors. Veterans and former USAFEE guerrillas were specific-

ally recruited for these civil guard units. Ultimately most of

the civil guard units took over the local security mission, thus

free the AFP units for field operations.

INTELLIGENCE AND COUNTERINTELLIGENCE

The old adage that "nothing succeeds like success" was

certainly true in the Philippine situation. The peasants in the

barrios represented the best source of intelligence for both the

government and the Huks. As the various programs initiated by

Magsaysay began to be felt by the people, the flow of information,

which originally had been almost entirely toward the Huks, gradu-

ally began to shift toward the government. Farmers not yet brave

enough to openly contact the troops became willing to utilize

signs and signals (the old Huk warning net methods) to indicate

the presence og Huks.

The government forces began to make better use of their own

agen;q to infiltrate Huk units, especially loyal citizens who

were relatives of known Huks. One such case is presented here to
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illustrate the elaborate preparationz necessary to provide a cover.

An agent was recruited who was the cousin of a Huk leader. The

agent was given intensive training for two months, and then his

house was "raided" and burned by government forces. His brother

was put in jail and his mother and father were evacuated, but the

agent managed to "escape" and join the Huks. He was given an

assignmen': as an ES collector for the National Finance Committee.

He became so proficient in obtaining money and equipment (at

government expense) for the Huks that he eventually was able to

make his way into the Huk GHQ and take pictures of Ta.'uc and his

staff. Three months after the agent joined the Huks the GHQ was

attacked and, although Taruc escaped, information developed by

the agent led to the arrest of 1,175 members of the Finance

"nmmittee.15

Another technique developed by government forces was to flood

the Huk intelligence r~ts with so much conflicting information

that it could not be processed or evaluated.

Improved treatment of prisoners, combined with better trained

interrogators, not only produced better intelligence but also

resulted in move Hik defections.

As the Huks were forced out of the barrios and into the

hills and swamps, the Scout-Rauger Teams and reconnaissance

patrols sent out from the BCT's became increasingly important

in the production of combat Intelligence.
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SUCCESSFUL TACTICS AND TECHNIQUES

Except for the special emphasis by Magsaysay on the soldiers'

conduct toward civilians, the tactics employed by the AFP combat

units were generally standard small-unit tactics, modified to fit

local situations.

Although small unit operations were emphasized, there were

numerous large scale operatiGns, especially during the later

stages after the Huks had -)een forced into the mountains. One of

the advantages of large scale operations was that they facilitated

the use of stay-behind units.

One psychological technique that did not have official AFP

'anction, but was nevertheless very effective, was to allow

faulty ammunition to fall into the Huk supply system. If a man's

weapon blew up it made his comrades nervous, and usually they

couldn't tell if the weapon or the ammunition was at fault.

When a shortage of napalm developed, a fairly effective

substitute was devised using coconut husks and gasoline.
16

There were many examples of individual ingenuity by military

commanders. One particular incident is worthy of consideral:ion.

A Constabulary Province Commander was convinced that the mayor

of a certain town was a key Huk agent, but he did not have

sufficient proof to arrest the mayor. One night a Huk courier

was killed near this town. The next day the commander drove into

town, called a meeting in the public square, thanked the mayor

for his assistance in identifying the courier, and drove off--
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leaving the body lying in the square. That night the mayor arrived

at the province headquarters willing to exchange his vast informa-

tion about Huk activities for protection.
1 7

USE OF AIRPOWER

During the early stages of this conflict the majority of

suprort furnished by the Philippine Air Force (PAF),was in the

form of logistical, reconnaissance, and intelligence missions,

using primarily L-5's and some C-47's. Combat air strikes were

generally limited to the Mount Arayat region and the Candaba

Swamp, since air strikes against the Huks operation in the popu-

lated areas would have been counterproductive. The PAF fighter-

bomber was the Mustang, armed with 50 caliber machineguns and 100

pound anti-personnel bombs. In the later stages, when the Huks

had been forced into the mountains, air strikes were used more

extensively.

From the ground commander's viewpoint, the L-5 was the work-

horse of the air support effort. They were habitually used to

resupply long-range patrols and bring back patrol reports. On

one occasion a two BCT Task Force conducted a 72 day operation

throughout the entire length of the rugged Sierra Madre mountain

range. The two BCT's were resupplied exclusively with two L-5's

and, according to the Task Force Commander, none of the troops

missed a meal. The supply drops were free drops utilizing a

rattan ball woven around boxes padded with hay or straw.
18
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The L-5 pilots were especially effective in reporting the

signals made by civilian agents, who could not afford to be seen

talking to ground troops.
19

One L-5 pilot acquired a supply of 60mm mortar shells, had

them modified to explode on impact, and dropped them on Huks.20

Another successful intelligence technique was to take cap-

tured or surrendered Huks up in a C-47 with an intelligence officer

and have the informer try to identify the Huk installations from

the air.2 1

Other uses of airpower included loudspeaker and leaflet

missions. A limited number of helicopters were available in

the final stages of this conflict and were limited, almost exclusively,

to medical evacuation, which was a big morale factor for the ground

troops. A not insignificant contribution of airpower was that of

enabling Magsaysay to make his unannounced visits to the troops

and barrios.

THE END OF THE CONFLICT

It's a fairly common practice among writers to pick out one

action or one event as the "turning point" in any conflict. The

"1turning point" for this conflict has been variously described

as the ambush of Mrs. Quezon, the appointment of Magsaysay, the

activation of EDCOR, the arrest of the Politburo, or the free

elections of 1951. In point of fact, all of these events were

important and contributed to the counterinsurgency effort, and
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at some imperceptible point in time the initiative passed from the

Huks to the government.

If an indicator of the success of a counterinsurgency effort

is required, the observations by a senior AFP Commander seem most

valid. He measured success by the spontaneous intelligence informa-

tion provided by the people to the soldiers.
2 2

The combination of increasing military pressure and decreasing

popular support drove the Huks deeper into the hills and isolated

them from their source of food. With their production bases

destroyed and the BUDC units either neutralized or turned against

them, they had to send out more and more "balutan" squads in

search of food. Many of the "balutan" squads failed to return.

Whether they were captured by the troops, turned in by the peasants,

or simply took the opportunity to submerge themselves in the

civilian population, the result for the Huks in the mountains

was the same--hunger.

The election of Magsaysay as President in 1953 enabled him

to intensify his program of social reforms designed to eliminate

the basic causes of peasant discontent. His first major legislative

success came in August 1954 with the passage of the "Agricultural

Tenancy Act of the Philippines," which set forth the rights and

obligations of both the tenants and the landlords.
2 3

There is a wide range of "box-score" estimates on the number

of Huks killed, captured, and wounded, along with the disposition

of their weapons. The exact figures are not considered important.

What is significant, however, is that at their peak strength the
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Huks had over fifteen thousand armed and well organized combat

troops, backed up by over fifty thousand active support personnel,

and perhaps two hundred thousand sympathizers. They also exercised

de facto control over large areas, and were making plans to attack

Manila and establish a Communist government. When Taruc surrendered

in September 1954, the Huks had been reduced to less than 2,000

harried and hungry men roaming in small disorganized bands through

the mountain jungles, with virtually no popular support or

political base.

5
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CHAPTER V

EXTERNAL SUPPORT

One of the distinguishing features of this conflict is that

both the insurgents and the counterinsurgents were indigenous

Filipinos. Each side, however, received some support from

external sources, and the purpose of this chapter is to examine

this support in terms of type, amount, and effect.

SUPPORT TO THE HUKS

The question of exterr' 'mpport to the Huks, like so many

other aspects of this conflict, is subjected to many points of

view. In 1951 the House Special Commnittee on Un-Filipino Activities

found evidence to indicate that the CPP was regularly receiving

funds from abroad as late as 1946. This committee also found

evidence of correspondence between the CPP and the Communist Party

of the US as late as 1950, but no specific mention of funds.
1

There was Chinese participation in the Huk movement dating

from May 1942, when an all Chinese Squadron was activated and

assigned the number 48, in honor of the Chinese Eight Route and

New Fourth Armies.2

There is no evidence to indicate that squadron 48 was reactivated

in 1948 (or subsequently), but Chinese were active in the CPP.

The Politburo had a special agency called the "Chinese Bureau"

(CB) to coordinate the activities of Chinese members. Taruc

indicated that the CB was rather indepevdent of Politburo control
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and was vague about its connections with the Chinese Communist

Party.3

There were frequent repocts ,that Chinese were involved in

internal supply and finance operations of the Huks, but this is

not especially significant, as Chinese are widely engaged in

commerce and banking in the Philippines. There were probably many

Chinese who contributed to the Huks under duress, just as did

other Filipinos.

Robert Ross Smith indicated that Commnist China provided

the Huks with money, a limited number of weapons, propaganda

material, and a few advisors.4 Barton generally agreed with this

analysis and also indicated that some Huks were sent to China for

training-5 Most other autaorities are less specific, but there

is rzr.ral agreement that most external support was in the form

of money and that the kuks received no substantial amount of

military equipment from external sources.

During the early stages of this conflict, it seems doubtful

that either China or Russia could have provided anything the Huks

wanted, other than money. From the Huk viewpoint, food and

weapons were not a critical problem. They probably didn't feel

the need for advisors, and foreign manpower would have been

counterproductive. In the later stages, the transportation and

distribution of significant amounts of either food or weapons

would have exceeded their logistical capabilities. Foreign man-

power would have been even more counterproductive at this time.

-It must also be remembered that the Chinese Communsts were fairly
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well occupied by the Nationalists until 1949, and during 1951

and 1952 much of their attention was devoted to Korea.

The matter of external control and/or influence is alsoI ubject to cpeculation. Brian Crozier indicated that the Huks

refused the 1948 Fmnesty offer because of instructions from

"Calc :tta," but did not provide a further explanation. 6 This

theory wa3 not advanced by any of the other sources consulted,

and it appears counter to the political attitudes of the Hiuk

leadership at that period. Taruc indicates that the lInks were

influenced and encouraged by the successful Chinese Communists

experience, but he goes on to say: "But to my knowledge, no

direct organizational link existed with either Russia or China

during my years In the Party.
"7

The periodic disputes among the CPP leaders, just prior to

=nd during this conflict period, tend to indicate that any

external control was not effective. In describing this final break

with the otheL CPP leaders, Taruc accuses them of placing inter-

national Co~munist principles and dogma ahead of concern for the

people. of course, these observations were made in prison; after

he had surrendered, returned to the Church, and been expelled

from the party.

In summary, the liuks tsceived moral support, money, propa-

ganda material, and possibly some :eapons and advice from external

sources, but the amount of aid received was not sufficient to

have a significant impact on the conflict.
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SUPPORT TO THE G(AVEN7R F( CES

There is no quection but that the US furnished large aixrnnts

of assistance to the Philippine governent in general, and to the

Armed Forces of the Philippines in particular. The difficulty

lies in trying to separate the assistance given specifically for

the counterinsurgency operation from the overall assistance program,

both as to time and purpose. No attempt has been made, therefore,

to determine the total amount of US aid during the period of this

conflict; rather, so sa=mles will be displayed -- rely for

illustrative purposes and th -types and effectiveness of the aid

will be examined.

In a sense, the period begins with the Constabulary equin-ped

almost entirely with US furnisheid equipment as a bold over from

the pre-Republic period when the Constabulary (then called

Military Police Co=nand) was an integral part of the US Army.

Duing the period immediately prior to, and subsequent -to

the actual granting of, Indeperence (4 July 1946). there were a

number of actions that resulted in US dollars being infused nto

the Philippine economy. The Philippine Reha-bilitation Act of

the US Congress made available rite hu-red twenty million dollars,

and also authorized the transfer of su=plus US property to the

New Republic. -Another fou. hundred -million was pa out in war

damae claims. The US Veterans Adman'stratIen distribue-d about

t- hundred million dollars as back pay to Filipino veterans.

The surplus wa material transferTed to the Philipines had a
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procurement price of one billion dollars, but only about fifty

million vas actually recovered by the Philippine government.

Varicus other US pubiic and private agencies supplied millions of

dollars to the Philippine econcy. Tocal US aid to the P1 Aippines

from 1946 to 1951 is conservatively estimated at two billion one

hundred fifty million dollars. 8 As substantial as this s=- is,

- in terms of 1949 dollars, it was barely able to keep the

governamt on its feet because ot the extensive devastation caused

by World War TH. There was certainly not enough money for the

Philippines to afford a wdern military force.

On 21 March 1947 an agreement was signed between the "US and

the Philippines pruviding for US military assisrAnci to the

Philippines in the form of military hardwa re and training, to be

provided until 4 July 1Q51. (is agree-mnt has been periodically

reviewd an remas in force. This agree t also authorized

the esta lisbment of a Joint US Military Adisory Group (H0S MM-)

in the Phiiippines. 9

Sometime in late 1947 or early 19-48 the JUa beca opera-

tional ,10 aried With auth1rity to grant approxiattely nin-teen

--miLon d 1 1lars in aid for t-be first year. The training assistance

by JUSHQC £n-ciSed both in-co~try tra-ining =-d training inthe

US. i>Drig Fiscal Years 195-01-1-955 inclusi-e, US military aid

totaled veer one hundred se-v,-een Million dollars. ruis mr

was only about half that provided to Thailand dring the sane

period, was slightly more than the total for -l Latin )rnrican

utries. The hla nn-mz orv dedan. this perod included 53
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ships and harbor craft, 126 aircraft (102 fighters), approximately

5,200 trucks, 55 105mm howitzers, approximately 21,000 rifles and

carbines, and over twenty million dollars worth of ammuncion.

During the period April 1948 to December 1954, the US Foreign

Operations Administration (one of the forerunners of AID) provided

about 93 million dollars in economic assistance. In 1951 special

arrangements were made for the US to pay the AFP troops in the

event the Philippine treasury could not, but this action did not

become necessary.

As previously indicated, the Constabulary had been trained

and equipped by USAFFE during the MPC days, but as a part of the

Interior Department from January 1948 to December 1950 the PC

was not spes.fically included in the JUSMAG program. However,

some of the equipment furnished the PA was subsequently provided

to the PC. Even after the PC returnee to the Defense Department,

JUSMAG did not provide equipment especially for the PC, rather

the PC shared a portion of chat provided the Army. After 1950

JUSMAG had one military poli iicer, out of about 80 personnel,

assigned as Constabulary Advisor.

In considering the effectiveness of the US advisory effort,

the following factors seem significant: The "special relationship"

between the two countries, and the fact that Filipino military

personnel had a long experience of working with Americans,

fostered a friendly atmosphere and prevented or minimized the

frictions and misunderstandings that have frequently occurred

in other USMAG situations. Colonel Valeriano and other senior
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AFP officers frequently commented after the war about the good

relationships between the advisors and the Filipinos. Ravenholt

described the initial JUSMAG members as " . . . men of rare

talent. ""

It must be remembered that, during this period, the US Army

had not developed or emphasized counterinsurgency training. On

the other hand, however, the majority of the PA and PC officers

had received their initial military training in the pre-war

Constabulary, and had received "graduate level" training against

the Japanese.

Probably the most important contribution of the JUSMAG

personnel, other than providing hardware and US school quotas, was

their influence with the Philippine elite in gaining their support

for the stringent measures that were necessary during this crisis.

Some writers, including some Communists, even go so far as to

attribute the appointment of Magsaysay as Secretary of Defense

to JUSMAG pressure, but it appears unlikely that JUSMAG is

deserving of such high praise.

In return for the Military Assistance Agreemene of 1947, and

the large amounts of financial assistance furnished the Philippines,

he US received a 99 year lease (later reduced to 25 years) on 22

military bases in the Philippines and secured'a strong anti-

Communist ally in the Western Pacific.

As a matter of interest, the Philippines provided a 1,500

man BDT to the UN in Korea during the period of difficult internal

problems.
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CHAPTER VI

LESSONS LEARNED, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

With full realization that no two nations face counterinsurgency

situations exactly alike, and that the Philippine Government

enjoyed several advantages not likely to be present in any other

nation, this successful counterinsurgency experience, nevertheless,

contains valuable lessons and basic principles worthy of diligent

and objective consideration by those personnel concerned with both

the planning and execution of counterinsurgency operations.

LESSONS LEARNED

The most obvious and most important lesson to be learned from

this conflict is also, perhaps, the most difficult for the profes-

sional soldier to understand or accept. Namely, that the success-

ful solution involved iot only military operations, but also

political, economic, and social campaigns against the insurgents.

This coordinated program is especially vital when the insurgency

is primarily an indigenous product.

Security forces engaged in counterinsurgency operations will

generally mirror the attitudes of the government they represent,

and if they are to be successful, they must be controlled and

supported by authority and leadership at top levels of government.

Study of the insurgents propaganda themes will provide signifi-

cant indications as to their strengths and weaknesses.
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From the military point of view, there were really no new

tactics developed during this struggle. Rather, it was a matter

of adapting proven tactical principles to the insurgent situation

by means of new techniques and shifted emphasis. Space does not

permit a complete listing of all the successful techniques employed

by the government forces, however, some of the more important

included small unit operations, stay-behind forces, extensive

patrolling, and special emphasis on intelligence acquisition and

transmission.

The AFP also displayed ingenuity in psychological operations,

both as a means of gaining intelligence and of undermining

guerrilla confidence and morale. The "blank paper," "magic eye,"

'group photograph," and "paraffin test," were all noteworthy

techniques.

Exotic and ultra-sophisticated weapons and equipment are not

required for successful counterinsurgency operations. For the

most part, the government forces utilized "off-the-shelf" items.

Government forces do not necessarily require a ten to one,

or higher, manpower advantage over the insurgents. Throughout

this entire struggle, the overall government ratio was never more

than four to one, including the civilians in the civil-guard units.

When considered by specific area or specific engagement, the

government forces were frequently successful although outnumbered

by the guerrilla. The required ratio is, of course, a function

of many variables, and the significant factor is not how many

troops--but how effectively they are employed.
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This struggle serves once again to illustrate that emphasis

on basic military skills and adherence to high standards of

individual performance, combined with enterprising leadership at

all levels, produces success in combat.

Each commander, down to include company level, engaged in

counterinsurgency operations should be supplied with some amount

of discretionary funds to be expended in support of intelligence

activities.

Airpower, even in limited amounts, can make a significant

contribution to counterinsurgency operations.

CONCLUSIONS

The Philippine counterinsurgency effort was successful only

because of coordinated political, social, economic, and military

operations aimed not only at the destruction of the insurgent

but also at the elimination of the basic causes of insurgency.

The basic military tactics employed by the government forces

during this successful counterinsurgency operation conforms, in

general terms, .' US Army doctrine.

The programs of Magsaysay, in spite of his integrity, drive,

initiative, imagination, and knowledge of guerrilla warfare,

would not have succeeded except for the fairly large nucleus of

officers and men in the Armed Forces of the Philippines who executed

his programs with honesty, vigor, and competence.

The Philippine Constabulary was a very effective counter-

insurgency force during this period of low-intensity conflict.
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Despite appearances to the contrary, based on changes in

terminology and unit designations brought about by the AFP reorgan-

ization of 1950, the Philippine Constabulary provided the core of

military effort against the insurgents, in terms of manpower,

expertise, leadership, spirit, and tradition.

Although the Philippine Constabulary was an American invention;

it has no counterpart in US history, is not widely understood or

appreciated by US Army personnel, and has been allowed to fall

under the advisory auspices of the Agency for International

Development (AID) by default.

A well trained Constabulary, properly employed, combines

some of the advantages of a police force with some of the advantages

of a military force; and represents the most effective and economical

internal defense force for a developing nation with limited

resources.

The US Army Military Police School, in conjunction with the

Combat Developments Command Military Police Agency, has the

capability to develop doctrine and technir-ies appropriate for

= the organization and training of Constabulary type forces, as

well as other police forces, in developing nations.

RECOMENDATIONS

It is recommended that the US Army seek the mission of

providing foreign assistance in the Constabulary and police fields.
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It is recoinended that the United States promote the establish-

mernt of Constabulary-type forces in selected developing nations

which have a significant insurgency threat.

It is recoimended that the book, Counter-Guerrilla Operations:

The Philippine Experience, by Valeriano and Bohannan, be required

reading for all US Army officers whose duties in any way involve

counterinsurgency or stability operations.

/JOHN q/4SON JR
LTC$ ,yantry ~

I
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